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INITIAL DECISION
Zane Grey alleges that respondents fraudulently solicited his account by
distorting the relative risks and profit potential of trading oj:rtions with LMB, by
failing to provide a fair an4 accurate disclOsure of LMB's heavy commission
structure, and by misrepresenting that LMB customers could readily realize large
and certain profits by purchasing options on futures cOntracts in commodities that
are subject to predictable price movementS related to sellsonal and cyclical
fluctuations in•supply and demand forces. Grey also alleges that respOndents
recommended option spread strategies in order to geoorate extessive commission
income. Grey seeks to recover his out-of-pOcket losses totaling $16,253.10.
Respondents deny any violations and base ·their d~fen$e chiefly on the fact that they
gave Grey a standard written risk disclosure, and that they adequately disclosed the
costs during the Mcompliance review" for each trade.
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-The findings and conclusions .below are based on -the parties' documentary
submissions and oral testimony, and reflect the detennination tha~ although Grey's
reci>llection was spotty at times, his testimony was generaUy more credible and
plausible than the testimony of Glover.I As explained below, it has been ~oncluded
that the evidence establishes that respondents rnade numerous material
misrepresentations_and omissions during the solicitation and trading of Grey's
account, that the written risk disclosures and the taped compliance review did not

_cure these misrepresentations and omissions or othMYise bar recovery; and that the
option spread trading strategy recommended by respondents was principally
designed to generate excessive commissions, and thus that Grey is entitled to a
reparations award -of $15,278.10.

Factual Findings
The parties

l. Complainant Zane Grey is a resident of Big Fork, Montana. Grey resided .

in Spokane, Washington when he open~d his LMB account on April 11, 1998, but

; ..

r Respondent Patrick Cavanagh did not testify at the hearing. Cavanagh did not contact my office
before the hearing to confirm his intention to participate in· the hearing _aJ directed by the Hearing
Notice dated August24, 1!)99. That Notice .stated that failure to provide such l!otification would be
treated as a waiver of the opportunity 'to participate in the hearing. . Despite Cav\lfla&h's failure to
confirm his intention to participate, his telephone number was called three.tlmes during the first
fifteen min~es of the hearing- twice by the conferenc;e operator and once by my office- and each
time Cavanagh's phone was not answered. Cavanagh now. claims that he called the Co-respondents
during the hearing, but that assertion is bel.ied by the fact that respondents never mentioned
·
Cavanagh's call during the course.of the hearing.. By failing to notify the CfTC of his intent to
participate in the hearing and by failing to be available to testify at the time. of the hearing, Cavanagh
has waived the opportunity t0 testify. ai»ut his dealings with Crey arid the opportunity to cross- .
examine Grey.
·
·

2
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moved
to Kalispell,
Montana
by late July 1998 when. he
funded the aC(()Unt·and
'
.
.
.
.
.
began trading.

When he opened the ;account, Grey had been unemployed for nine

months, having last worked as a letter carrier for the U.S. Postal Service. Grey has a
·high school. education· and had no previous experience with commodity futures or
options.·. [See pages S-8, and 12.13 of hearing transcript; .·and account appiieation.J
· 2. Respondent LMB Trading Group, lncorporatecH"LMB•), located in Palm
.Beach

Gardens; Florida, became
.
. a registered non-guaranteed
. . intrOducing broker in
-

September 1997. lMB's requeSt to withdraw its registration has been pending since
July 8, 1999. LMB's principals and associated pe~sons withdrew their. registrations.
in May 1999. [NFA records.)
LMB introduced customer accounts to futures commission merthant Vision
Limited Partnership. LMB compensated its.account executives with a percentage of
the. commissions charged to customer accounts.

3. Robert john Pad contacted Grey after Grey had responded to a television
commercial. Paci regularly spoke to Grey over several months until just before
Grey opened the LMB account by signing the account-opening documents. Grey
did .not name Pad as a respondent; and neither side called Pad as a witness.· Pad
was a registered associated persOn with LMB from August 4, 1997, to May 12,
1998. Paci was a registered associated person with American Futures Group before

working for LMB; and is not currently registered [NFA records.]
4.

R~spondentPatrick J.

Cavanagh succeeded Paci as Grey's LMB ac¢ount

executive. In that capacity, Cavanagh: one, convinced Grey in mid-APril of 1998
to sign the account-opening documents even though Grey lacked the funds to begin
3
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trading
two, reviewed
the account-opening
documents
signed by Grey; three,
'
.
.
-

contin~ol.lsly promoted buying heating
oil
throoghout the spring and .
.
. options
.
summer of 1998; and four, convinced Grey to make the initiaf.investment of.
· $5,000 in late ji,Jiy of 1998. ·Although Thomas Glover, not Cavanagh, speCifically

recommended two spread trades in late July 1998, Cavanagh continued to advise
.

.

.

.

.

Grey about both spreads until the spreads expired worthless in late November and
early December.
.Cavanagh was principally compensated by. LMB with a percentage of·
commissions charged to customer accounts. He received a cotnmissiQn cut of
abol.lt $1,350 for solicittngand handling the Grey account.
Cavanagh became a registered associated person w!th LMB on Febrwity
1998 to May 1999, andbecartle a registered principal of LMB on Augl.lst 20, 1998.

He withdrew his registration with LMB on May 6, 1999, and. is not currently
registered. [NFA records; see page 21 of hearing transcript.]
5. Respondent Thomas Rudel Glover selected and recommended both
option spread trades for Grey's accol.lnt, and convinced Grey to invest an additional
$10,530. Glover also received a commission cut of about $1,350 for soliciting

.additional funds and recommending the trades in the Grey account.
Glover was a registered associated person with LMB from August 11 i 1997, .
·to May 21, 1999. He was registered as an associated person with American Futures
Group,.lncorporated and American Financial Trading Services, Incorporated before
he wdrked for lMB. · He is currently registered as an associated person with First

4
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financial Trading, Incorporated. [NFA.records; S@.pages·59-62,and 75·76 of.
hearing transcript.)

. The solicitation and account-opening
6. ·In the summer of 1997, Grey called .atoiJ.free telephone number after
viewing a televisiori inf0111ercial. Grey credibly testified that the infomercial made
only a fleeting reference to risks, and claimed that customers could m~ large
profits trading options on. futures·by taking advantage
of seasonal trends, weather
.
.

conditions, and other supply and demand factors... Representatives. from three firms
. called Grey, including Robert Pad of LMB. Grey told Paci that he was interested,
but could not then open an act:ount ~u5e he was currently unemployed and
would have no available funds until he sold his house in Spokane, Washington.
Nonetheless, from late summer 1997, to mi<f.April 1998, Paci regularly called Grey
to urge him to open an account with LMB .. Grey credibly testified th;;tt Pad
principally spoke aboutthe profits that LMB's customers were purportedly making.
without mentioning losses or the risk of loss, without explaining LMB's option
spread trading strategy, and without disclosing LMB's commission structure.
7. Pad sent Grey an account-opening package which consisted of a standard

futures and options risk disclosure statement; a Vision limited Partnership
("Vision") acoount application; a Vision customer contract; an addendum to the
.Vision customer contract which included an acknowledgment of the risks involved
in futyrestrading (I.e., principally that losses can exceed margin); a Vision ·

5
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additional
risk disclosure statement; an lMB.
promotional brochure; and an lMB
'
.
'

-

"Dear Prospective Client letter~"
. The pr"minent r00ssage Jn the.LMB literature was thatlMB would put its
clients'. interests first and that lMB specialized in option· trading strategies with
limited risk and unltmited profit potcmtial. The LMB literature did not mention
anything about spreads or its option spread trading strategy, and did not disclose
LMB's commission structure.
8. In mid-April, ·1998, Patrick Cavanagh became Grey's main contact at
lMB, ·and convinced Grey to sign the account-opening documents even though he
did not yet have the necessary funds. On April 17, 1998, Grey followed
Cavanagh's instructions on where to sign, and filled out and signed the account,
opening documents. 7

[Account~pe!'ling documents

(exhibit to addendum to

· complaint and exhibit to answer}; and. pages 9-13 and 48-50 of hearing transcript.] ,
Grey would not send in any funds, however, until July 28! 1998.
On its face, the account application raised more questions than it answered ·

about Grey's financial fitness to trade options. Grey wrote "N/A" in the box for·
employer; .wrote that his '"business telephone number' was the same as his home
. n1.1mber; wrote that his annual income was "$0- $]QQJ)QO"; wrote that his net

2

Respon~n~ produced a eopy of the telephone log which contain.s entries by .Cavanagh (beginning

April 20, 1998} am!· by Clover, but Which contains·no entries by Paci .. [EXhibit to Answer; see pages

22-27 of hearing transcript) .

6
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' wOrth was $11 5,()0() and that his liquid net worth was $125,000;3 and indicated ·
that he was 31 years old and had a high school i!ducatton but no investment
experience. ·The account apPlication did not include a blank for reporting m<lrital
status or number of dependents. [Emphasis added; see pa,es lD-13, 16-20, 33-34
and 67-70 of hearing trcmscript.]
9. Cavan~h regularly spoke to Grey until he finally invested $5,000 on July
28,

1998~

Grey credibly testified that he reminded Cavanagh that he was

unemployed and could not inveSt until he sold his house. Cavanagh's unmistakable ·
message was that heating oil prices were at a seasonal low and would soon begin to
rise in anticipation of increased demand during the winter heating season, and that
lMB's customers could take advantage of this information and realize large and
virtually guarantel'!d certain. profits by· purchasing heating oH options recommended
by LMB. Cavanagh minimized the related risks of following LMB's advice by

claiming that most or all of LMB's clients were successfully trading options, by
claiming that several of his clients were adualty ..making a substantial living at it,"
by barely mentidning risk, and by claiming that risks could be managed with

kne>Wiedge of seasonal price moves. In late July1998, Grey told Cavanagh that he
had sold his house and was ready to invest $5,000. {Pages 13-16, 2(};.24, and 48-52
. of hearing transcript.]

3

The account-application stated that the net worth figure should not include the primary residence,
but otherwise did not define the temiS net worth or liquid net woith. Grey testified that -neither Paci
nor.<:avanagh eJqJiaiFied the terms to him;

7
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Trading actiVity

w.

Grey woUld deposJt a total of$16,·370 ($5,000.on July 28, 1998; $840

on July30, 1998; and$10,530 on August 4, 1998); reeelve back $116.90 on
October 9, 1996; and thuS. lose a total of $16,i53.10•
. ll. Grey would accept Thomas Glover'.s rece)i'nmtmdation to make two

option spread trades: the first a December heating oil call spread initiated on July
. 27, 1996; and the second a OecemberYen put spread hlitiated on July 31, 1998•.

The costs for the heating oil spread (net premium paid, commissions and
fees) totaled $5,743.80; and the costs for the Yen spread tQtaled $10,509.30. Both

spreads would expire worthless.
The short legs of these trades two trades involved the sale of far out-of-the
money options, and generated a total of $13,360 in credits, which· was totally
consumed in purchasing additional options. These trades generated a total of
$5,842.60 in commissions and brokerage fees; 4 which was split among LMB,
Glover and Cavanagh.
The commissions consumed approximatl!!ly 36% of the total amount invested
by Grey.
· The coinmission-to-premiums,paid ratio for the heating oil spread was 36%
and the commission-to premiums-paid ratio for the Yell spread was 20°~. 5

·.

·-

'

-

'

.

-

The commission~ for the short legs totaled $3,466, which represented about 60% of the total
commissions.
5
The commis5ion-to-premiums-paid ratio for a bull strateav spreacl reflects the rate at which· the Ions
option leg must appreciate to recov~ the costs alid break-even. ·Thus, a higher ratio corresponds to a
trade with.reduced likelihood of reaii:z:lng a net profit and a greater risk of loss.
4

8
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· The spread.trades generated three times as much in commissions and.fees as
would have the p1,1rchase of the straight options.6
ResJ)O!'ldents' various attempts to Justify the spread trades were internally
inconsistent and ultimately unconvincing.

In their joint answer, LMB, Glover and

Cavanagh made contradictory assertions. On one hand; they claimed thirt. they
recommended spreads beea.use Grey ..wanted to be someWhat protected." On the.
other hand, they asserted that "in any conversation with cavanagh and Glover
[Grey's) only concern was 'large' profits." [Page 2 of Joint Answer.] Glover
produced yet another contradictory explanation when he testified that he
recommended spreads because "we were looking to get, on the buy side, the
highest quality option possible." When asked why he did not just recommend that
Grey make a straight purchase of a smaller quantity of the identical '"highest quality...
options, Glover was unable to provide any explanation for the spread trade other ·
than that it enabled Grey to buy more •good• options. [Page 64 of hearing
transcr~pt.J

Respondents otherwise offered no proof that the spread strategy had

actually resulted in profits for their. C\JStomers.
12. On July 27, 1998, Glover called Grey and toid him that Cavanagh was

·unavailable.. Glover advised Grey to sell twelve December heating oil49 calls at
120 or better, and to buy six December heating oU 420 calls at 320 or better. Grey .
6
With the same amount of funds, Grey could have paid $1 ,760. in commi~ions and fees by
· purchasing threEi identiall heating oll calls for a total cost of $5,550 ($4,905 in premiums and $495·
In commissions and fees), and purchasing five identical
pills for a total cost of.$9,515 ($8,250 in
premiums. aJid. $1,265 in commissiOns and fees). For these straight option purchases, the heating oi I
calls would have needed to appreciate 10"/o to recover the costs of commissions, versus 34"/o for the
heating oil ~ad recommended by Glover; and the Yen puts would have needed to appreciate
15%, versus 20~ for the Yen spread recommended by Glover..

yen

9
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· credibly testifieclthat when he told Glover th!lt he cotlld not afford to Ipse money
which was designated for the purc:lwe

of a new house; Glover reassured him by.·

repeating Cavanagh's message that he tould make large andvirtually guaranteed
profits if he followed Glover's advice and bought heating oit options, Grey also.
credibly testified that Glover did not explaln that he was recommending a spread
trade, did not explain why he w~ recommendirla a spread trade, and did not
disclose the amount of the total commissibns.
Similarly, during the brief and perfunctory recorded compliance nrview for
· the order •he LMB '"compliance representative" Sharon Jones stated that the
commissions were $150 per contract but did not disclose that the commissions
.totaled over $2,9()0, and never explained that:the recommended trade was a spread.
.Jones never mentiorud risk, never asked Grey if he understood the risks, and never
asked Grey to describe what he understood about the relative risks and rewards of
the trade. Also, Jones stated the '"commission-to-equity ratio" was twelve percent.
However, as noted above, the long options needed to appreciate 36% merely to
recover the costs of the commission and fees.'
The short leg would be filled on July 27, and the long leg would be filled on
July 28~ 8oth fills were reported in the July 28111 confirmation statement, which
reported the total commissions and fees. However, Grey would not receive the July
. 281" confirmation statement, and thus would not know the total commission costs,

7

)ones al~disdosed the break even price, ttw expiration date, and.the total coo of the transadioh.
10
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until after he had authorized a second spread trade three days later on July 31.8

.

[Pages 20..29 and 63-67 of hearing transcript.]
13. ·on july 31, Glover convinced Grey to irWest an additional $10,530 and
to buy nine December Yen 132 puts, and to sellrline December Yen 65 puts. Grey ·
credibly testified that Glover overcame Grey's initial reluctance to commit more
funds by stating that this trade was so certain to generate tremendous profits that it·

wasa virtual "'lifestyle changer," and that LMB's ~irig advisor had told Glover that
.he "should be bagging groceries if ke did not pass this trade on to his customers."

As with the heating oil trade, Glover barely mentioned risk, did not explain that he
was recommending a spread trade, and did not disclose the amount of the total ·
commissions. Similarly, during the compliance review for this·trade, Jones did not
disclose the total c9111missions, did not mention risk, and did nQt ascertain .what
Glover had to.ld Grey about the trade or what. Grey actually understOod about the
trade.
When. Grey did receive the confirmation statements, he told Cavanagh.that
he was upset by the amount of the commissions and asked Cavanagh to explain
why Glover had instructed him to sell options. Cavanagh replied thatGiover had

•gotten you into some good [in-the-money] contracts,• that by selling far out-of the
money options

he could buy inore of the •good• in-the-money options, and that

'The July 28 and 31 aCcount statements were addressed to Grey's old Spokane address. On.this
record, it is ·ncitdear when Grey informed LMB of his neliv Kalispell address; Nonethel.~$, even if
.tf1e q)ITect address had been used, it is reasonable to. conclude that Grey would not have received
· the July 28 confirmation statement before July 31, wt)en Glover convinced Grey to invest an
additional $10;000 and to aultlorize the Yen spreact
11
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· •a_,nyway, it was toQ .late to do anything about it. • (See pages 29-33; 45-48 and 6772 of hearing transcript.]
14. In mid-August, Ca:Vanagh advised Grey to buy back the short legs; Grey
credibly testified that he declined this advice because he prefeiTed to hold out for ·
the large·profits promised by respondents, and because he underStood that he
would have to send in mare money. [See pages 34-431 73-85 of hearing transcript.]
15~

The heating oil options expired on November 24, 19981 .and theYen

options expired on December 4, 1998.

Conclusions
The preponderance of the evidence supports Grey's clal.m that respondents
fraudul~ntly induced him open an options account, and fraudulently inducc;ed him to

authorize option spreads in order to generate excessive arid unjustified
commissions, in violation of Section 4c(b) of the Commodity Exchange Act and
CFTC rule 33.10.
Fraudulent solicitation

Paci, Cavanagh and Glover repeated and reinforr:;ed the meS$age in the lMB
c(>mmerdal that essentially guaranteed that lMB c~stomers cauld make large profits
by buying options on futures. contracts for commodities that are wbject to price

movements based on easily predictable seasonal or cyclical fluctuations in supply.
These representations were deceptive bec:ause well-known supply and demand .
forces in the cash market- such as the seasonal price move~nt of c9mmodities, or .
precipitation, or the lack thereof, during the planting, growing and harvesting
12

--·

·----~--
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. · seasons - alreacJy. have been IncOrporated into
the. premiums of the options and thus
.
~

·. confer no price advantage to retail customers; The$e representations also ~re
deceptive because the price movement of the underlying cash commodity or
u~rlying futures

contract typically does not move in tandem with the price of the

option. See Bishop v.

Firs~

Investors' Group of the Palm B'aches, Inc., [1996:-1998

Transfer Binder) Comm. ·Fut. l. Rep. CCCH) ,27,004 (CFTC 1997); ·In re Staryk, ·
[1996- 1998 Tr;msfer Biilder} Comm. Fut. L Rep. (CCH) ,271i06 (CFTC 1997}; and

In re ICC, Inc., {1992-1994 TJ'l!lnsfer Binder} Comm. Fut L. Rep. (CCH) ·121,004
(CFTC 1997}, aff'd sub nom, }CC, Inc. v. CFTC, 63 f.3d 1557 (ll'h Cir. 1995). See

also NFA Notice 1-96-11 (May 16, 1996) ("Seasonality claims present a distorted and ·

misleading view of the likelihood of customers earning dramatic profits by investing
with the Member firm; and {represent} a clear vio.lation of NFAsales practice rulesw).
Cavanagh perpetuated Paci's fraud, and set up .Glover's fraud,

by minimizing

the specific risks. oflM8's trading strategy with unsubstantiated claims that most or
all of LMB's clients were successfully trading options, with unsubstantiated claims
that several of his clients were actually •making a substantial living a~ it," and with
. false claims that risks oould be managed with knowledge of $easonal price moves.
Glover perpetuated Cavanagh's fraud by making similar misrepresentations about
the seasonality trading strategy, by claiming that the yen trade wan •Jife style .

. changer," by failing to provide a fair and accurate disclosure of the actual amoont of
the commissions, and by urging Grey to triple his investment before he had
.reeeived the confirmation statement that reported the actual amount of the
commissions. The fact thatlMB's compliance department provided a technically
13
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' true disclosure ofC()ITlmisSion costs on a per.contract bas.isdid not free Cavanagh or ·
'

Clover from making unrestrained claims of profits made by other C:U$Wn'lel'S or
boldly pr~icting profits!
BeCause the size of .a firm's commissions and fees affects the profit
potential of an .investment, it affects the· kinds of representations that
can be made about profitability.· • • . All else being equal, c;ustOmers
of a firm With ahigk commission odee structure will have a more .
difficult time making a profrt than those who employ a less •pensive ·
firm. As a result, the firm charging higher commissions and fees is
more limited in what it can claim regarding profit potential.
Johnson v. Fleck, [1990- 1992 Transfer.Blnder] Cornm. Fut. l. Rep. (CCH) 124,957, ·

at 37,502 (CFTC 1990) (Chairman Gramm concurrence). Here, where the high ·
commissions not only severely limited profit potential, butsubstantially uriderminect
the viability of the spreads, Glover and Cavanagh not only were constrained from
making t.he sort of profit projections that they made, but also were obligated to
· . Pt()Vide afair and accurate disclosure of the total amount of commissions. See

Swickard v. A. G. Edwards & Sons, [1984.:1986 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. l. Rep.
(CCH) 1i2,522, at 30;522 (CFTC 1985) ("Half of a truth may obviously amount to

a

lie ifunde~tood to be the whole.'") quoting Prosser&. Keeton, The Law of Torts, 738
(1984); d. CFTC rule 33.7(f), 17 C.F.R. § 33.7(f) (requiring disclosure of all material

information for an options customer). Thus, Cavanagh's and Glover's bold·
predictions of large profits without any meaningful disclo5ure of risk, and without a
fair and accurate disclosure of the costs, were fraudulent .. tevine v. Refco, [19871990 Transfer Binder} Comm. Fut. l. Rep, (CCH) 124,488 (Ct=TC 1989).

Grey's decision to invest what was for him a significant sum of money was
·· consistent with his testimony that he relied on what he had learned from~ 1MB
14
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' commercial ilnd from P~i, Cavanagh and Clover: that is, that he was likely to.·
'

mak~ quick and large profits with minimal accompanying risk. The fact that Grey

acknoi.vlecfsed receipt ofthe written risk warn ins does not alter the conclusion that
he relied on Paci's, Cavanagh's and Glover's representations; and does not
otherwise bar recavery 011 a fraud theory, where the overall effeC.t of the oral
representations substantiaUy outweighed. and vitiated the .written risk warnings. See·
. Scheuffler

v, Stuart, [1~6-1998 Transfer Binder} Comm. Fut. l. Rep. (CCH)

,27, 171, at 45,577 (CFTC September 30, 1997); Levine v. Refco, supra; Hannay v.

FCCB, [l986•1987 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. l. Rep. (CCH) , 23,936 (CFTC
1987); Dunn v. ·Murlas [198~1967 Transfer Binder] Comm. Fut. L. Rep~ (CCH)

,23,357 (CFTC 1986); O'Hey v. Drexel Burnham Lambert, Inc., [198~1986

Transfer Binder) Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH) 1 22,754 (CFTC 1985); and Chicoine v.
Rosenthal, [1980-1982 Transfer Binder) Comm. Fut l. Rep. (CCH) 121,075 (CFTC
· 1980), aff'd in part and remanded on other grounds sub nom. Rosenthal v.. CFTC,
678 F.2d 727

(7"' Cir.

1982).

Similarly, LMB's perfunctory compliance review cannot be used as "advance
exoneration• of respondents' fraud, especially where Cavanagh an~ Glover, and the
LMB compliance representative, failed to provide afair and accurate disclosure of
· the total amount of the commissions, and where the compliance review was
obviously not designed to cure or to discover the sort of misrepresentations made in
the LMB commercial and by Paci, Cavanagh and Glover. }CC, Incorporated v,
CFTC, supra.

15
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. Fraudulent Breach of fiduciary Duty.

To prove that respOndents fraudulently traded his options account in order to
generate commissions - a fraudulent fiduciary violation colloquially known as
"churning•- Grey must prove that; (1) respondents controlled the level and
frequency of trading activity;

(2} the overall

volume
. of. trading was excessive in light

of Grey's trading objectives:' and .(3) respondents aaed with intent .to defraud or
with reckless indifference to Grey's interests. Hinch, supra.; and Johnson v. Don

. Charles, [1 990-l99i T.ransfer Binder) Comm. Fut L. Rep. (CCH) 1 24,986 (CFTC
1991 ). The fact that Grey was an unsophisticated, novice trader with a high school
education and reposed a high degree of trust in respondents to select trading
strategies and to provide trading advice supports the conclusion that respondents
controlled the level oftrading in Grey's. account.· See Hinch, supra. The following .
factors support the conclusion that the level of trading was excessive: (1) the fact
that the commissions consumed 36% of Grey's total investment in the first three
days of trading; (2) the fact that the spread trades generated three times as much in
commissions as would have a straight option purchase of the same options;
(3) the fact that the commissi9n-to-premium-paid ratios for the spread trades were
significantly larger than the commission-to-premium-paid ratios would have been

' The term *churning• conjures up the image of numerous day trades and short-term trades graciually
but ineXorably decimating a securities or futures account However, ~ the Commissioo has noted:
*Owing to differ~nt:li!S in the mechanics and principals underlying futures &l'ld options contraCIS,
precedent analyzing excessive trading in the context of futures may be of limited relevance in
determining whether exce5sive trading has occurred i11 the context of an. options account. • Hinch v.
Commonwealth Financial Group, Inc., (1996-199~ Transfer Binder} Comm. Fut. L. Rep. (CCH)
, 27,056 (CfTC 199n. Put differently, where a churned futures account may be consumecl.by
dozens or hundreds of piranha bites, a churned options account an be effectively consumed by just
one or two large shark bites.

16
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· for straight option purchases; (-4) the. fact that respondents' distorted message
of
.
~·

.

.

.

near certain profits withOut any balancing risk disclosure did not fairly reflect the
reality that LMB's appressive commission struCture presented a substantial
impediment to profit potential; and (5} the fact' that respondents failed "to shoW a
reasoned application of their recommendations to the particular needs and desires
of [their client]" See Hinch, at -45;021-45,022; supra..

Scienter.

/

Tt\e deliberate nature of Cavanagh's and Glover's fraud Is established by ·
their blatant disregard ofGrey's dire financial condition and Grey's stated desire to
limit his irwestment; by their knowledge of Grey's patent lack of sophistication and
inability to understand the basic matters such as the mechanics of trading options;
by their failure to provide a fair and accurate disclosure of LMB's oppressive

commission str!Jdur.e; and by the fact that they rushed Grey into invesUng
additional funds and authorizing a second spread before he had received the written
account statement that accurately and fairly reported the total commissions and fees.
Damages

The proper measure of damages for churning coupled with frauduhmt profit
guarantees, fraudulent ·omissions, and exposure to greater market risk, is Grey's outof-pOcket losses: $16,253.10. Hinch, supra, at 45,022. This amount shall be
reduced by the $975 paid by Glover pursuant to his settlement agreement with
Grey, whichyields an award of $15,278.10.
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ORDER

Patrick J.. Cavamigh and Thomas Rudell. Glover violated Section 4t(bl ofthe
CommOdity EXchange Act. and CFTC rule 33.1 o, proximately causing $16,253.1 o in

damages. LMB is liable for the violations of Pad, CaVanagh and·Glover pursuant to·
. the respondeat superior provisions of section 2(a)(1)W of the Commodity Exchange
Act.

Since Glover has satisfied his $975 obligation to Grey under their separate
settlementagreement, the award shall be reduced to $15,278.10, and the complaint

against Thomas Rudell Glover is hereby OtSMISSED.
Respondents LMB Trading Qroup, lncorpor.ated and Patrick Cavanagh are
ORDERED to pay to Zane Grey reparations of $15,276.10,plus interest on that
amount at 6.287%compounded annually from August 4, 1998, to the date of

payment, plus $125 in costs for the filing fee. Liability is joint and seVeral.
Dated February 24, 2000.

Phifi~t

Judgment Officer
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